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TEMPERATURE PITCH VARIATIONSIN PLANAR CHOLESTERIC LAYERS:THE ROLE OF FLUCTUATIONSAND SURFACE ANCHORINGV. A. Belyakov a;b*, P. Oswald b, E. I. Kats ;aa Landau Institute for Theoretial Physis of Russian Aademy of Sienes117334, Mosow, Russiab Eole Normale Supérieure de Lyon, Laboratoire de Physique 69364, Lyon, Cedex 07, Frane Institut Laue-Langevin38042, Grenoble, Cedex 9, FraneSubmitted 13 January 2003The in�uene of thermodynami �utuations on temperature pith variations in planar holesteri samples witha �nite surfae anhoring energy is theoretially investigated in the framework of the ontinuum theory of liquidrystals. It is shown that taking �utuations into aount allows explaining experimental observations, namely,the absene of a temperature pith jump hysteresis in su�iently thik samples and its existene in thin ones.A desription of �utuations, inluding two phenomenologial parameters, is proposed. It allows us to predittemperature points at whih the pith jumps in the sample between two on�gurations with the numbers of di-retor half-turns di�ering by one, as a funtion of the anhoring energy, Frank elasti modulus, sample thikness,and temperture (or �utuation energy). It is shown that performing preise measurements of the pith versusthe temperature in well-ontroled samples should allow determining the phenomenologial onstants and thenprediting the in�uene of �utuations on pith jump parameters in samples of an arbitrary thikness and (or)surfae anhoring energy. The orresponding alulations are performed using the Rapini�Popoular anhoringpotential. It is shown that the in�uene of �utuations on the pith variation is only negligible in su�ientlythin layers. It is also noted that the results obtained ould be useful for investigating pith jump dynamis inthe future.PACS: 61.30.-v, 68.15.+e1. INTRODUCTIONTemperature unwinding of the helial struture ofholesteri liquid rystal layers of a �nite thikness andsurfae anhoring energy has not yet been investigatedsu�iently to larify the physis of this phenomenomand to ensure optimal appliations of the orrespond-ing e�ets. Only holesteri liquid rystal layers of a�nite thikness down to monomoleular layers [7℄ havebeen investigated intensively and have revealed someinteresting phenomena that are in partiular relatedto the moleular anhoring at the layer surfaes. Thee�ets observed in the holesteri liquid rystal layers*E-mail: bel�landau.a.ru

and their in�uene on the optial properties of the layerare of a great applied value beause just the eletroop-tis of liquid rystal layers forms a basis of numerouse�ient appliations of liquid rystals in displays andinformation proessing devies.As has been known sine long ago, the temperatureevolution of the holesteri liquid rystal struture [1; 2℄in samples with a �nite surfae anhoring energy anbe ontinuous at some ranges of the temperature withjumpwise hanges at ertain temperature points, witha strong hysteresis ourring when the temperature ishanged in opposite diretions [2; 3℄. This problem wasreently investigated in Ref. [4℄. In this theoretial pa-per, a simple model for temperature variations of the1040



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 5, 2003 Temperature pith variations in planar holesteri layers : : :pith was developed in the framework of the Frank elas-tiity theory by taking the surfae anhoring fores intoaount.However, reent experimental investigations [2; 3℄show that the simple model in Ref. [4℄, where the pithjump mehanism is related to the sliding of the dire-tor at layer surfaes through the anhoring potentialbarrier, is not diretly appliable. The most probableause of the disrepany between the theory and exper-iments is that the theory neglets liquid rystal thermal�utuations in the layer. It turns out that this assump-tion an be justi�ed for su�iently thin layers only. Inwhat follows, we therefore present the same model withthermal �utuations in the liquid rystal layer addi-tionally taken into aount. We show that taking ther-mal �utuations into aount allows explaining the ten-denies observed in the experiments, prediting somenew e�ets aessible experimentally, and determiningthe range of the parameters where the simple model isvalid.In general our primary aim in this paper is to givea qualitative an a semi-qualitative interpretation of theavalable experimental data and to propose a model forpith variations.2. ELASTIC MODEL WITHOUTFLUCTUATIONSWe �rst summarize the main results of the simplemodel without thermal �utuations [4℄. We examinethe holesteri liquid rystal helix unwinding as thetemperature hanges.We onsider a perfet planar layer of holesteri liq-uid rystal and assume that the anhoring energies andthe alignment diretions are idential at both surfaes.The pith variations due to temperature hanges aredetermined by minimizing the free energy [1℄F (T ) = 2Ws(') + K22d2 � 2�pd(T ) � 2�p(T )�2 ; (1)where K22 is the twist Frank modulus, Ws(') is thesurfae anhoring potential, d is the sample thikness,p(T ) is the equilibrium pith at temperature T in a bulkholesteri sample, pd(T ) is the pith measured at thesame temperature in the layer, and ' is the deviationangle of the diretor with respet to the alignment di-retion at the surfae. Beause the pith value pd(T ) inthe layer is determined by the angle ' and the equilib-rium pith p(T ) is determined by the angle '0(T ) thatorresponds to a free deviation of the diretor from thealignment diretion at the surfae (in the absene of

anhoring), free energy (1) an also be expressed as afuntion of these angles. As a result, the ' variationsdue to pith (temperature) hanges an be desribedby the equation [4℄�Ws(')�' + 2K22d ['� '0(T )℄ = 0: (2)The pith jumps our when the angle ' reahessome ritial value ' that depends on the shape ofthe anhoring potential Ws('). The value of the freerotation angle '0(T ) at the jump point (or in otherwords, the orresponding value of the pith in a bulkholesteri liquid rystal) is related to the surfae an-horing potential by'0(Tj) = ' +��Ws(')�' �'=' 12WSd ; (3)where Tj is the jump temperature and Sd = K22=dWis a dimensionless parameter (with W being the depthof the surfae potential).Some results of this model, espeially related to thehysteresis phenomena, are presented in [4℄. In partiu-lar, formulas are given for the height of the anhoringbarrier B between two diretor on�gurations in whihthe numbers N of diretor half-turns di�er by 1 in thelayer thikness.In this paper, we give some additional results re-lated to this simple model.First of all, we examine the diretor deviation anglefor the temperature points of a speial physial inter-est. All our alulations are done using the Rapini�Popoular anhoring potential [1; 4; 5℄Ws(') = �(W=2) os2 ';for whih the ritial angle is ' = �=4.Figure 1 shows the diretor deviation angle 'e (fromthe rubbing diretion) as a funtion of the parameter Sdat the temperature orresponding to equal free energiesof the on�gurations with N and N + 1 diretor half-turns in the layer thikness. The orresponding equa-tion determining 'e follows from (2) and is given bysin(2'e) + 4Sd['e � �=4℄ = 0: (4)Figure 2 presents the diretor deviation angle (fromthe rubbing diretion) as a funtion of the layer thik-ness for the temperature orresponding to equal freeenergies of the on�gurations withN andN+1 diretorhalf-turns in the layer thikness. We note that in thiksamples, the deviation angle 'e approahes zero, whilein thin ones, it beomes larger, reahing �=4 (whih isthe value of the ritial angle ') at zero thikness.11 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 5 1041
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Fig. 1. The alulated diretor deviation angle (fromthe rubbing diretion) 'e as a funtion of the parame-ter Sd for the temperature orresponding to equal freeenergies of on�gurations with N and N + 1 diretorhalf-turns in the layer thikness
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Fig. 2. The alulated diretor deviation angle 'e ver-sus the sample thikness normalized by the penetrationlength K22=W (other onditions are the same as inFig. 1)In Figs. 3 and 4, we show the results of the al-ulation of the barrier Be between two diretor on-�gurations with the numbers N of diretor half-turnsdi�ering by 1 in the layer thikness as a funtion of theparameter Sd (or the sample thikness) at the temper-ature orresponding to equal free energies for N andN + 1 on�gurations. We note that the expression forBe normalized by W an be found from Eq. (14) in [4℄,whih redues toBe = os2(2'e)� sin2(2'e)8Sd � 12 ; (5)
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SdFig. 3. The alulated height of the barrier Be be-tween diretor on�gurations in the layer di�ering by1 in the number of the diretor half-turns N in thelayer thikness as a funtion of the parameter Sd forthe temperature orresponding to equal free energiesfor N and N + 1 on�gurations
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dFig. 4. The alulated height of the barrier Be ver-sus the sample thikness normalized by the penetrationlength K22=W (other onditions are the same as inFig. 1)where 'e is the diretor deviation angle from the rub-bing diretion at the surfae for the free diretor rota-tion angle '0 = �=4 (see Figs. 1 and 2 for the alulatedvalues of 'e).It is useful to note that the limit of Be at Sd = 0,or in�nite thikness, is 0. The opposite limit at in�niteSd, or zero thikness, is W=2.Figures 5 and 6 present the energy di�erene be-tween N and N + 1 on�gurations versus ' and thefree rotation angle '0 (diretor deviation angle from1042
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1.00 1.50 2.0000.2 '0; radFig. 5. The alulated di�erene of the free energy ofon�gurations with N and N + 1 diretor half-turnsversus the free rotation angle '0; the alulations havebeen performed (from the bottom to top urves) forSd = 1=2�, 1=�, 5=2�, 5=�
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'; radFig. 6. The alulated di�erene of the free energyof on�gurations with N and N +1 diretor half-turnsversus the diretor deviation angle from their alignmentdiretion '; the alulations have been performed (fromthe left to right hand side urves) for Sd = 1=2�, 1=�,5=2�, 5=�the alignment diretion) beginning at the point whereF (N) = F (N + 1):Calulations have been performed using the formuladedued from Eq. (1),

�E = F (N;'0)� F (N + 1; '0 � �=2)W == sin2[2'('0)℄8Sd � os2['('0)℄�� sin2[2'('0 � �=2)℄8Sd + os2 ['('0 � �=2)℄ ; (6)for Sd = 1=2�, 1=�, 5=2�, and 5=�, where the argumentof ' indiates that ' is a funtion of '0. In what fol-lows, we assume that the value of Sd is larger than 1=2�in order to ensure that only one diretor on�gurationwith the number of diretor half-turns di�ering fromN by 1 an have a free energy below that of the initialon�guration. This assumption allows us to disregardpith jumps with �N = �2;�3, et., whih sometimesour in jump-wise hanges of the diretor �eld [10℄.As mentioned above, this model must be improvedby inluding the e�ets of liquid rystal thermal �u-tuations in the bulk of the layer. The orrespondingmodi�ation of the model is presented in the next se-tion.3. THE INFLUENCE OF FLUCTUATIONS ONPITCH CHANGESThe expressions given in the previous setion relatethermodynami equilibrium values of the parameters.But lose to the points where the pith jumps (transi-tions between N and N +1 on�gurations), bulk ther-modynami �utuations an hange the position of thetransition points. For example, the hysteresis an de-rease and even ompletely disappear beause of �u-tuations. In terms of the height of the surfae anhor-ing potential between two on�gurations related to thetransition, this implies that if in the simple model [4℄the height of the barrier B must be equal to zero forthe transition to our, in a model taking �utuationsinto aount the transition an our at B 6= 0, namely,for B di�ering from 0 by qkBT , where T is the tem-perature, kB is the Boltzmann onstant, and q is somephenomenologial oe�ient to be determined exper-imentally. This means that the thermodynami �u-tuations of the energy of the liquid rystal allow thesystem to overome the barrier, even if the equilibriumenergy of the system is below the barrier.It is now very essential to stress that the anhoringenergy is proportional to the area of the layer surfaeand is independent of the thikness of the layer. Inontrast, the bulk �utuations of the energy, Ef , areproportional to the square root of the volume [6℄,Ef =ph�E2i � qkBTpV = qkBTpdS; (7)1043 11*
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dFig. 7. The thikness df at whih the hysteresis in thepith jumps disappears is given at the intersetion pointbetween the two urves representing the barrier Be andthe �utuation energy Ef as a funtion of the layerthikness normalized by the penetration lengthK22=W(in the alulations, it was assumed that d0 = 0:4 andqkBT=W = 0:13)where �E is the deviation of the energy from the equi-librium value due to �utuations, V is the volume ofthe system, S and d are the surfae area and the layerthikness, respetively. In what follows, we do not at-tempt to maintain numerial auray, but only indi-ate the form of the answers. Beause the height ofthe anhoring barrier B is independent of d, the ratioph�E2i=W grows proportionally to pd, suh that forsome value of the layer thikness d, the �utuation en-ergy ph�E2i beomes larger than the height of thesurfae anhoring potential barrier B.Beause �utuations are redued near the solid sur-faes, we rewrite Eq. (7) asEf =ph�E2i � qkBTp(d� d0)S ; (8)where d0 is some e�etive �surfae thikness� in whih�utuations are suppressed. In priniple, d0 ould befound from a mirosopi theory, but we onsider it asa new phenomenologial parameter.We note that the oe�ient q in Eq. (8) is of thedimension [L℄�3=2. It an of ourse be made dimension-less by replaing qkBT in Eq. (8) with [Lp℄�3=2(qkBT ),where Lp is, for instane, the anhoring penetrationlength K22=W .To �nd the sample thikness for whih the �utu-ation energy beomes equal to the barrier Be, we al-ulated the �utuation energy Ef together with Be asa funtion of the layer thikness (Fig. 7). Beause thevalue of Be given by Eq. (4) is the barrier height at the
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Fig. 8. The alulated jump angle 'j for thiknessesd < dftemperature point of equal free energies of two on�g-urations di�ering by 1 in N , the intersetion point ofthe urves for Be and for ph�E2i in Fig. 7 gives thethikness df for whih the hysteresis disappears in thepith jumps.This is why the hysteresis in the pith jump mustdisappear at layer thiknesses larger than df . The jumpvalue of the diretor deviation angle 'j then oinideswith the diretor deviation angle 'e orresponding tothe temperature at whih the on�gurations with Nand N + 1 diretor half-turns in the layer thiknesshave equal free energies (see Fig. 2). This statement ison�rmed by experimental observations resolving thehysteresis only for su�iently thin samples [2; 3℄.If the sample thikness is less than df , hysteresis o-urs and the jump value of the deviation angle 'j doesnot oinide with the deviation angle 'e and exeeds it,while remaining smaller than the ritial angle '.The physial reason why the �utuation energy be-omes larger than the surfae anhoring barrier at somelayer thikness is in the fat that the height of thesurfae anhoring potential is independent of the layerthikness, whereas the thermal �utuation energy in-reases as the layer thikness inreases.The results of the alulations for the jump angle'j at thiknesses smaller than df and for the behav-ior of the jump angle 'j at thiknesses both larger andsmaller than df are presented in Figs. 8 and 9, respe-tively.Figure 8 shows that the jump angle 'j is essentiallyredued by �utuations, and the hysteresis is thereforealso redued. For the layer thiknesses d > df , the hys-teresis ompletely disappears, and the jump angle 'jis equal to 'e. For d < df , the hysteresis reveals itself,1044
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Fig. 9. The alulated jump angle 'j at thiknessesboth larger and smaller than dfbut is less than in the model that does not take thermal�utuations into aount. This is why the jump angle'j is less than the ritial angle ' that determinesthe jump angle in the model negleting thermal �utu-ations. It is only in su�iently thin samples that thejump angle 'j approahes the ritial angle ' (whihis �=4 for the Rapini anhoring potential), when �u-tuations may be negleted.4. TRANSITION IN A LIMITED AREA OFTHE LAYERIt was taitly assumed above that the N ! N + 1transitions driven by �utuations our over the entiresurfae area of the layer simultaneously. We now ex-amine the role of the surfae area S of the layer thatis subjeted to the transition. The di�erene betweenthe anhoring barrier and the �utuation energy an beestimated asEf �B �p(d� d0)S � bS; (9)where b is some oe�ient. If we assume that the layerthikness d is �xed, the maximum of expression (8) isreahed for the surfae areaS� = d� d04b2 :This is the surfae area of the sample in whih the tran-sition is most favorable.If the surfae area of the sample is larger than S�,we must analyze the situation where only a part of thelayer experienes a �utuation-indued N ! N + 1transition. The question then arises about the energy

ost of the defet separating this region from the restof the layer. The answer an be found using an esti-mate similar to (9) where we add the line energy of thedefet line. The orresponding estimate allows us todetermine the minimal surfae area Smin of the regionof the layer subjeted to the N ! N + 1 transition,whih does not ollapse and spontaneously inreases insize after nuleation.It is known [1℄ that in a wedge Cano�Grandjeanstruture, regions with N and N + 1 half-pithes areseparated by linear defets (� dislination lines). Wetherefore also assume that the region indued by �utu-ations with N+1 half-turns of the diretor is separatedfrom the rest by a linear defet of the same type.Consequently, we must now �nd the maximum ofan expression of the typeEf �B �Ed �p(d� d0)S � bS � tpS ; (10)where the last term represents the energy Ed of thelinear defet, proportional to its length and its energyper unit length (whih we assume to be independent ofthe layer thikness, even if we know that it varies asln(d=r), where r is the ore radius). Expression (10)passes through a maximum atS = �pd� d0 � t�24b2 ;where it is assumed thatpd� d0 > t(otherwise, the �utuation energy is insu�ient for re-ating a linear defet). It follows from Eq. (10) thatthe maximal possible surfae area for the �utuation-indued N ! N + 1 transition is given bySmax = �pd� d0 � t�2b2 : (11)To ensure a further growth of the area with the N + 1on�guration after the �utuation transition, the on-dition SF (N + 1) +K22pS < SF (N) (12)must be satis�ed, assuming that the energy of the de-fet is of the order of K22 per unite length. This on-dition gives the minimal surfae area of the �utuationthat an grow,Smin = � K22F (N)� F (N + 1)�2 ; (13)where the orresponding di�erenes F (N)� F (N + 1)are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 as a funtion of '0j ('j)1045



V. A. Belyakov, P. Oswald, E. I. Kats ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 5, 2003for some values of Sd. We note that after the pithjump to the N + 1 on�guration, the angle ' di�ersfrom the initial angle at the jump point 'j in the Non�guration.Finally, the ondition Smax > Smin must be satis-�ed for a �utuation transition to the N +1 on�gura-tion to our in the layer.We note that expression (12), whih gives the en-ergy gain during the N ! N+1 transition, may also beuseful in desribing the dynamis of defets (assoiatedwith the pith jumps); this has not yet been studiedin detail, ontrary to the ase with homeotropi anho-ring [8℄.5. ON THE DETERMINATION OF THEPHENOMENOLOGICAL CONSTANTSThe phenomenologial onstants q and d0 intro-dued above ould in priniple be found from the mi-rosopi theory of liquid rystals. But the omplexityof liquid rystals and many unertainties in their pa-rameters do not allow us to expet a good auray ofthe orresponding alulations. A more pratial wayto determine them is therefore to ompare the presenttheory with experimental measurements.As regards d0, it has a lear physial meaning andan be estimated quite well. It must be of the or-der of the penetration length K22=W of the anhoring,i.e., of a mirometer order with K22 = 10�6 dyn andW = 10�2 erg/m2 [1℄. The parameter q annot beestimated so easily (it an be found in a nonanalyti-al form in the framework of the rather sophistiatedapproah of �utuations in liquid rystal in restritedgeometries [9℄).We now analyze what measurements ould be usedto extrat the information about the phenomenologi-al parameters under disussion. Keeping in mind thatthe oe�ients in expressions (9) and (10) are relatedto the introdued phenomenologial parameters asb = BeqkBT ; t = K22qkBT ; (14)we an �nd their values. Indeed, in aordane withEqs. (8) or (10) and (13), this an be done by �rstmeasuring the sample thikness at whih the hysteresisin jumps of the pith disappears and then by measur-ing the minimal surfae area of the region where theN ! N + 1 transition ours and does not ollapse(i.e., grows) in later time. We thus obtain two rela-tions that allow �nding the two parameters d0 and q.The orrersponding measurements would onsist ofmeasuring the diretor deviation angle ' as a funtion

of the temperature for di�erent sample thiknesses d(or strength of the anhoring W ). From these mea-surements, one an extrat the jump angle 'j and thevalue of d (or W ) at whih the temperature hysteresisfor jumps disappears. Another measurement ould beperformed at the temperature of the pith jump andwould onsist in measuring the minimal surfae area ofthe region that is subjeted to the N ! N + 1 tran-sition due to the �utuation and whih begins to growafter nuleation. 6. CONCLUSIONThe results of the previous setions show that thedependene of the temperature-indued pith jumphysteresis on the sample thikness an be explainedby taking thermal �utuations into aount. In ad-dition, our phenomenologial theory should allow usto make quantitative preditions, provided the intro-dued phenomenologial onstants are determined fromexperiments. In theory, it should be su�ient to deter-mine d0 and q in a sample of a given thikness d inorder to be able to predit the angle of the pith jumpand the hysteresis value for any other values of d orthe anhoring strenth W . Unfortunately, the experi-ments performed up to now do not allow us to deter-mine these phenomenologial onstants. A speiallydesigned experiment for studying hysteresis phenom-ena in holesteri layers would therefore be desirable.We an nevertheless give a rough estimate of q from theexperiments desribed in Ref. [2℄. In this work, hystere-sis was observed for the layer thikness d = 4:8 �m andwas not observed for d = 18 �m. If we assume thathysteresis disappears for d = 10 �m and the area of�utuation S is of the order 104 �m2, the dimension-less q = 0:2 (by taking Lp = 1 �m). This value looksquite reasonable, beause aording to [6℄, this quantityan be estimated as pCve=Cv , where Cv and Cve arethe total spei� heat of the substane and the part ofspei� heat related to liquid rystal elastiity, respe-tively. It should also be mentioned that the methodhosen in [2; 3℄ for measuring the pith with the helpof spetral optial measurements in the region of there�etion band, whih are then �tted to the theoretialurves (see, e.g., [11℄), gives a very preise measure-ment of the pith. Other methods an be also usedfor the same purpose. We note that in the situationswhere Mauguin approximation of the holesteri optisis valid, measurements of the rotation of the polariza-tion plane of the light rossing the layer should give1046
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